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Faculty Gives Unlimited Cuts
To All Dean's List Students
The unlimited cut privilege will be extended to students with a
quality point rating of 3.2 or better, as a result of recent faculty action, President Phillips has announced. In changing the unlimited
cuts rule from 3.4 to 3.2 the revised Blue Book statement will read
as follows:
~
~
rrr—
age student responsibility and (2) to

Kevin Goldberg,
Pericles Pappas
In Mayor Race

"All Honor students, and all
sophomores, juniors, and seniors,
who in the previous semester, had a
quality point rating of 3.2 may have
unlimited cuts except on no-cut days
and for chapel, physical education.
and laboratory work. All such students will he subject to the provisions of their departments for review quizzes and other stated requirements."

By John Rippey
Kevin Patrick Goldberg will
square-off against Pericles Pappas
in the annual Mayoralty Campaign
which begins this evening at 10
and ends at midnight Friday.
Goldberg hopes to ride to victory
on the crest of an Irish upsurge,
backed by Smith Hall and SaOtpsonville. Pappas, with the support
of John Bertram and Parker Halls,
and Off-Campus, is risking his political fortunes on. a revival of ancient ('■reek spirit.

I

According to Roderick Nicholson, the Irishman's political manager, the advent of his candidate will
mark the "greatest revolutionary
movement ever seen this side of the
Atlantic. With the hacking of The
Shamrock (Smith Hall), the Fighting 69th Color Guard, the Fenians
and other loyal Irish peoples, I'm
confident we can win this election
and set up a grand Irish free state
right here at Bates."
Pan-Hellenic Festival

Campaign Managers ROD NICHOLSON and TOM CORDON

Bill Dill Receives Summa
Honors For Graduation
William Dill will graduate summa cum lattdc in English, it was
announced this morning in Honors Day Chapel. He is the seventh
student to receive summa honors in Bates history.

Four Awarded
Writing Honors

Pericles Pappas will arrive
Wednesday evening to take charge
of
the
Pan-Hellenic
Festival.
Thomas Gordon, the noble Greek's
manager, declares that Pappas
Bcverlv Jones and Col. Roscoc
wishes to guide personally the joy Wriston received lionorahlc men
and rivalry of the Festival's mara* / Atlantic Monthly
tion in the recent
thon, Olympic games and trage
creative
writing contest.
Merit
dies.
"I am returning," Pappas said awards were won by Jane Kendal'
yestcrady, "to the Peripitetic Academia Batesina and with me shall
bring hack the true age of democracy, and the ancient glory of
Greece. I am going to reveal the
ultimate reality."
Goldherg's party will trot out a
quartet called the Merry Micks, a
band called Dinty Moore's Marching and Chowder Society, and the
Fighting 69th
Regiment
Color
Guard.
Forward, Fenians
The Irish skits will include the
departure of the Fenians from Dublin and a talk by Victoria StraightJacc on Irish women's suffrage
Some of- the Greek performers
are Eschylus Wadsworth, Plato
Dill, and Socrates Mansfield.
The Campaign will begin with a
radio broadcast at 10 p.m. Each
side will have 15 minutes of a half
hour program.
Oracle Speaks
Both sides will feature varied entertainment during the Campaign.
The Delphic Oracle will speak
Wednesday evening after the "re(Continued on page eight)

and William Dill.
Bates was one of 100 colleges represented in the contest
which included three Sections, essay, poetry and short story. Of
240 essays submitted, ten were prepared by members of the English .534
advanced composition class, taught by
Professor Berkclman.
Awards of honorable mention
were won by 120 contestants from
100 competing schools, with about 40
papers in each of the three sections
receiving the distiction. Merit awards
were given to 22 papers. The winner
of each of the three sections will be
announced in the June issue of the
Atlantic Monthly.
Beverly Jones' essay was an
analysis of T. S. Elliot's "The
Cocktail Party". Colonel Wriston
discussed the problem of universal
military training, advocating the
plan.

Past students who have graduated Minima cum laude include John
Alexander '28. Wendell Ray '32,
Edith Faulgcr '32, Frank Coffin '40
Vincent McKusick '43, and Barbara Woods '49.
Seventeen seniors will graduate
with honors. Prof, Murray Carroll
announced. Announcements were
also made of elections of Delta
Sigma Rho, national forensic society; the Bates Key and College
Club, local honorary alumni societies for women and men; and Phi
Beta Kappa.
Three Receive Magna
Receiving their degrees magna
cum laude will be Max Bell in economics, and Lois SpofTord Griffiths.
Virginia McKccn, and Robert Patterson in history.
Twelve seniors will graduate cum
laude. Receiving cum laude in biology will be Judith Litchfield, Margrctt Moulton. Dennis Okeke, and
Carolyn Wells, Arthur Darken. Asa
Green, and Edith Pennucci will
graduate cum laude in government.
The remaining five are Barbara
Schenck in geology. Kenneth Holt
in history, Dorothy Webb in psychology, Jane Osborne Thurhcr in
religion, and Elizabeth Thomes
Hohbs in speech.
Two Debaters Take Honors
Elected to Delta Sigma Rho were
Herbert Bcrgdahl and J. Stanley
Patterson, a junior. Wiliiam Dill,
Max Bell. Rac Stillman. and Richard Nair were elected to Delta
Sigma Rho last year.
(Continued on page eiaht)

This faculty action marks a landmark in an educational trend placing more emphasis on student responsibility. Two years ago the faculty voted to change the then existing rule that students with a 3.6
qpr would he granted unlimited
cuts, to students obtaining 3.4.
Privilege Not Abused
There is an indication that this
1949 extension of the unlimited cut
privilege has on an average not been
abused by those students grant* d
the privilege. Tabulation in the registration office has revealed that the
approximately 75 students receiving unlimited cuts during the past
two semesters only took on an aver;
age between 2-3 p«r cent more cut*
than thoM not granted the unlimited cut privilege.
According to Dean Rowe and
Mr. Sampson two main reasons for
the faculty action are (1) to encour-

create greater student incentive toward obtaining high grades.
"Having the unlimited cut privilege encourages a student to use his
own forces in determining which
subjects he needs to concentrate on.
It gives him greater mobility in
making his own decisions," Dean
Rowe emphasized. He illustrated
his point with a concrete example.
A student who has a difficult laboratory project can focalize his attentions for a time on that one subject. "It teaches a student to utilize his time."
Gives Study Incentive
"('living Dean's List students the
right to unlimited cuts gives an
added incentive to attaining higher
grades." Mr. Sampson stated. Students need a reward for their work.
This action gives a psychological
ring to the students between
2.8 and 3.2. He felt that students
will work a little harder when unlimited cuts are within their reach.
Both Dean Rowe and Miss
Walmsley, members of the faculty
committee advocating the change,
stated that this was not a sudden
decision, but illustrates the trend
which many faculty members have
been advocating since 1942 — an attempt to encourage student responsibility in all fields of college life.

Commencement C. Crook Given
Is In Armory Senseney Award
Commencement plans have been
changed! Commencement exercises
for the class of '51 will he held June
17 in the armory, instead of in the
chapel as originally planned.
Because of the large size of the
graduating class, a joint Studentfaculty committee has decided to
make this change for Bates' fiftyfifth commencement exercises. Since
the armory can accommodate 2,000
people while the chapel has only room
for 750, seniors will be able to obtain
five or more tickets if necessary instead of the original two designated
for each student. Graduates and residents of Lewiston and Auburn ,will
also be able to attend.

Carleton Crook was awarded the
William Senseney Memorial Award
for excellence in creativeness in
writing and acting last Saturday
evening at the presentation of
"Fashion".

Crook has played leading roles in
"The Late George Apley", "Antigone"', "Tne Glass Menagerie".
"Much Ado About Nothing", and
"Fashion".
The memorial fund was organized
in 1949 by several classmates of the
late William B. Senseney '49. who
died of polio in September of that
year. The memorial was awarded
for the first time last year and goes
to a student who has shown outIn 1949 commencement was also standing creative ability and promheld in the armory to accommodate ise in writing and/or the dramatic
the largest graduating class in Bates arts. Both of these fields were major
history.
interests of Senseney.
Students are allowed two tickets
A faculty group, comprised of
for overnight accommodations for Dr. D'Alfonso, Professor Whitguests which must be ordered by heck., Professor Berkclman, and
Friday.
Professor
Schaeffcr,
served
as
Various committees are making committee members in the award
plans for the class gift, outing, for- presentation.
mal dance, and class day.
(Continued on page eight)
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Fifteen Members Of Junior Class Alumni Fund To Go To
Are Selected For Honors Study New Proposed Buildings
Fifteen members of the junior
class have been selected to do
honor study In their particular
fields.
Those eligible students who applied for honor work are David
O'Meara, biology; Carol Hollingworth, Austin Rich, and William
Searls, chemistry; Norman Bracken, lieverly Eaton, Richard Prince,
and Dietrich von der Luehe, economics.
Others include Ruth Parr, English; Frederick Lotfey, Constance
Moulton, mathematics: Arthur
T h u r 1) e r, philosophy; Thomas
Crumley, Clifford Gordon,
and
Robert Williams, physics.
Standards High
To be eligible for this honor, a
Student must have maintained ar.
average of.at least 3. during his
sophomore and junior years, and
an average of al ieasl 3.333 in- thr
field of the honor work: must have
the recommendation of the head ol
the department; and must have re
Ceived the approval of the honors
committee.
Stress on scholarship docs not
end here, for a Student must continue to keep the marks which were
originally required for honor study
In the college catalog are found
the four different kinds of honor
sliidy offered to these students:
1. Prime emphasis upon a substantial thesis and an oral examination of the candidate" major
courses and thesis,
2. Less emphasis on the thesis
than in (1), extensive departmental reading, a written examination
on that reading and on major
courses.
3. Departmental guidance focused
upon not more than four specific,
limited projects; written reports on
those projects; a written examination on them; and an oral examination on major courses.
4. Creative writing of drama or
fiction, guided departmental reading, a nd an oral examination ol
major courses and reading.
Theses On File
Honor theses are due on the first
Thursday after spring recess. The
master copy is kept on file in the
library where it is available for reference.
It is pointed out to the student
that such work is advantageous in
graduate school work and in obtaining' a job. It is also pointed out
that only those who make the
grade and are granted honors are
exempt from final exams in their
major field and are given three
hours credit each semester.

Class Standing
Seen To Affect
New Deferment
Approximately 210-215 men are
prepared to take the Selective Service deferment exams Saturday, according to Mr. Sampson. Mr. Aiken
and Joseph Cianciulli have worked
over English and math problems on
the sample test.

JUNIOR CLASS MEMBERS Ruth Potter. Earl Onque
responsibilities seriously while leading Ivy Day procession.

General Hershey has announced
that the deadline for permission to
take the June 16 and June 30 exams
has been extended to Friday midnight. It is quite within the realm
of possibility that future student deferments may be based on class
standing and performance on the
test, according to an American
lake Council on Education emergency
supplement on this deadline extension received by Mr. Samp!

Ivy Day Is A Symbol Of climbers Tackle
Class Spirit Says Moore TumbledownMt.
"The Class of 1880 established IvyDay in order to continue the strong
bond of friendship here at Bate- The
,Tvj planl is a symbol of that friendship," stated Ruth I'otter. as -Inopened the seventy-fourth annual
lv) Day program during the chapsl
period Monday.
Ruttl discussed this tradition briefly in both its humorous and more
serious aspects. "We have progress
ed a great deal since the custom was
first established, and now we must
stop to consider the question, I- it
worthwhile; Is this symbol with its
implications still valid? We must decide that for ours.lves," she concluded.
I).ivid Moore, better known to the
Students as ReV. Moon-, according
to Anthony Orlandella, toastmaster,
carried this theme further in his Ivy
Day Oration. "We juniors arrayed
in the traditional garb of scholars,"
he -aid. "nuisl fight for better progress. Some of us will receive our orders for the armed forces next June,
but there are those of us who will
also receive orders from our own
consciences. Both must help the other, for war must not stand alone in
our struggles for self-preservation
and progress.

Symbol Of Determination
"The hat tie for lust of power is
never over," he continued. '"First it
was Hitler. Now it is Stalin. War
has never solved problems, and it
never will. We can become cynical
and disinterested, or we can accept
the challenge, and go ahead with our
plans to become doctors, lawyers,
etc." He ended with the plea, "Let us
Wednesday, May 23
Mid-week vespers, chapel, 9:15- make this ivy a symbol of our class,
also of our determination to meet
9:35-p.m.
Opening of mayoralty campaign, with courage this double aspect of
our uncertain future."
10 p.m.
Thursday, May 24
The oration was followed by two
Bates songs, "The Smoker" and "In
Mayoralty campaign
the Gallery of Memories", sung by a
Friday, May 25
No-cut day
Mayoralty campaign
Saturday, May 26
Deferment tests, gym, 9 a.m.12:15 p.m.
Wed., Thurs.
May 23, 24
THREE SECRETS
Ivy Hop, gym, 8-11:45 p.m.
Eleanor Parker
Patricia Neal
Sunday, May 27
Ruth Roman
BOC clambake, Popham Beach
and MISS MINX
Monday, May 28
Fri., Sat.
May 25, 26
No-cut day
THE BREAKING POINT
and PRETTY BABY
Bible-reading contest, Little
Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 27,28, 29
Theater, 7-8 p.m.
AT WAR WITH THE ARMY
Tuesday, May 29
and
No-cut day
MARCH OF THE WOODEN
Last chapel, 8:35 a.m.
SOLDIERS

Calendar

. . RITZ . .
Theatre

The incoming freshmen will see
construction begun on either the
new women's dormitory or the fine
arts and music building in 1955 if
the long-range development program first formulated in 1945, continues on schedule.
The college hopes that both
projects will be built and paid for
when Bates celebrates its 100th anniversary in 1964. "To this end,"
stated President Phillips, "for the
next several years all proceeds
from the Alumni Fund itself will
go toward the construction of these
buildings. The Alumni Fund is exceeding its goal set for this time of
year," the president stated.
Because of its size and to use individual sections sooner, the Fine
Arts building will probably be
built in units in accordance with
the other buildings on campus, according to the president. "The
i: will take will be equal to
that of two Parker halls." he continued.
Blue-print Plans
'Blue-prints are already formulated for the building which will include a little theater, a radio workshop, a large music practice room
besides music class rooms, and
rooms for classes in speech, and

Twenty mountain-climbers puffed
up the Chimney Trail on Tumbledown Mountain last Sunday, ac- English.
According to present plans the
companied by Mr. Wait ami Mr.
location of both the Fine Arts
Carrutbers. Everyone agreed that
building and the new dorm, one to
the trail wa- "nigged"', to say the
be 1>egun in 1955 and the other in
least.
1958, will be on the ground alreadyAfter ascending part-way by owned by the college, behind I'arkbus, the crew had to transfer to cr and Hathoru halls and between
a sturdier vehicle, a pulp truck, to these buildings and Russell Street.
reach the trail. Having completed Both buildings will face College
ttte climb in four hours, the group Street, the
women's dormitory
ate lunch at the summit and ab- nearer Russell Street.
sorbed the view. Snow-covered Mt.
A series of terraces leading to an
Washington was visible in the dis- articificial
lake
surrounded
byThe program closed with the Ivy- tance.
groves of pine tree.- behind these
Day Ode, given by it- author, Marl
The descent along the Lemon buildings is included in the plans.
Onque, after which the junior class Squeezer Trail was complicated by
"The new dorinliory will probI ».k part in the "plaining fo the ivy", patches of ice. Betty Georges, who aibly house about 100 students,
underneath the cia<s plaque by Coram was hit by a falling rock, wa- the built into three units in harmony
Library.
with the other women's doronly casualty.
mitories." according to President
Phillips.
Six of the original nine items on
the 100th Anniversary program are
completed. The ninth, a new Rand
"At last, chapel for the seniors I"
physical education field has been
a junior was heard to exclaim sadisAttorney Benjamin B e r m a n, eliminated, because it was planned
tically.
speaking at the Bates Barrister's when the use of Rand field for the
The seniors will entertain the un- final meeting of the current school site of one of the two new buildings
derclassmen at Last Chapel on next year, pointed out that while crim- was intended. The six completed
Tuesday. Margaret Moulton. Class inal law seems to attract more at- projects are:
Chaplain, will give the invocation. tention than other phases of law
1. A serving room, kitchen, recThe senior class president, Michael it really plays only a small part in reation room, and small dining
Stephanian, will deliver the address. phe life of the average lawyer.
room for Rand Hall, 2. Apartments
The members of the graduating
Robert Rudolph, president of the for veterans, 3. A major addition to
class will sing their class hymn, Barristers, introduced Mr. Berman Coram Library. 4. A new men's
which was written by Melissa to the members who attended the Memorial Commons, 5. The exMeigs.
meeting held in the private dining pansion of Hedge Laboratory, and
All seniors are required to wear room of the Memorial Commons. 6. A new all-campus infirmary.
Construction costs for the future
caps and gowns for the service, and Mr. Berman graduated from the
the underclassmen are requested to Boston University School of Law projects will not be determined for
dress in accordance with the spirit of in 1914 and was admitted to the at least a year, according to Presi(Continued on page eight)
dent Phillips.
the occasion.
vocal quartet of John Moore. Webster Br'«-k lman. Mark Gould, and
Ralph Ayzinger.
The program continued in a lighter
vein with the toasts. Nan Kosinski
gave the toast to the faculty. "Alice
Went to Wonderful Bates". Clifford
Cordon toasted "The beauty, wit, and
minds of the Bat :s coeds", Richard
Trenholm thanked the senior- for
making the juniors "a well-rounded,
complete, cultural group", and Constance Moulton toasted the "onceparadoxical Rates men. whom we
love despite their faults".

Seniors Take Over
At Last Chapel Tues.

Berman Defines
Phases Of Law

THEATRES
AUBURN

STRAND

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
May 24, 25, 26

Wed., Thurs., May 23, 24: SECRETS OF A SINNER, Bruce
Cabot, Madge Evans; CONFESSIONS OF A MODEL, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dannielle Darrieux; News
Fri., Sat., May 25, 26: SNAKE
RIVER
DESPERADOES,
Charles Starrett; AIR CADET.
Stephen McNally, Gail Russell;
Serial; Cartoon
Sun., Mon., Tues., May 27, 28, 29:
BLUE BLOOD, Bill Williams,
Jane Nigh; GHOST CHASERS,
The Bowery Boys; News

INSIDE STRAIGHT
Brian Dahl

Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
May 27, 28, 29, 30
SALERNO BEACHEAD
THE FIGHTING SOLDIERS

EMPIRE
Wed., Thurs., PrL, Sat
May 23, 24, 25, 26
LULLABY OF BROADWAY
(Technicolor)
Doris Day, Gene Nelson
Sun., Mon., Tues.
May 27, 28, 29
I WAS A COMMUNIST
FOR THE F. B. I.
Frank Lovejoy, Dorothy Hart
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Bible Reading To
Be Held Monday
A contest in Bible-reading will
be the final competition in speaking sponsored by the speech department this year. It will he held
at 7 p.m. next Monday under the
direction of Miss Schacffcr. Prizes
will be awarded the top two.
The contestants will read a selection of their own choosing from
the Bible for a period of five to
seven minutes. Those sign-ups will
be made in the Little Theater.
Miss Schaeffer plans to hold preliminary tryouts if a large number
of contestants makes it necessary.
■ii

■

-

Lawrance Chemical

Westphal Makes
Bus Plans For
Sun. Clambake

THREE

'51 Mirror Will Be Ready
Sometime Before June 1

Chemist- don't need
Runscii
Burners to do all their cooking, as
proved Sunday at the Lawrence
Chemical Society outing. They used
a bona fide wood fire for grilling
Buses for the clamibake at Pophamburgers and hot dogs at the
Thorncrag cabin.
ham Beach near Bath will leave
In the afternoon. William Searls' Sunday after breakfast.
"Lions" gnawed away at Edwin
Stn-G President Florence Dixon
Swain's "Tigers" in a Softball
The assistants of Richard Westannounced
at last Wednesday's meetgame, winning 26-24. Though mos- phal, general chairman, arc: Robert
quitoes were bothersome, the great- Wilson, Barbara Schenck, Joan ing that Grace Ellingwood is transferring next fall. She will be reest calamity was the presence of a
Seear, Christina Macgrcgor, Rob- placed as president of Whittier
Jordan Ramsdell member.
ert Crandall, Leon Blackmon, Nan- House by Cynthia Eaves.
Lucille Mainland. Ruth Fchlau,
The list of Blue Book Committee
and Paul Koehn were in charge of cy Coleman, Glen Collins, Jean
members
was read. They are Jane
Scamon
and
Edith
Penucci.
the picnic.
Rower, Marlene Ulmer, Margaret
Pox and Beverly Bragdon. They will
-— ' ■■■"
meet sometime before vacation to
make the necessary rule changes. It
was also suggested trat standard
regulations be set up for the next
year's Haze Day.

Eaves Replaces
Whittier Proctor

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 21. ••
THE PELICAN

In connection with the proposed
Careers Day for next year, a committee consisting of Dorothy Wickoff, Patricia Scheuerman, and Alice
Aracc has been set up.
There will l>c a meeting of all new
proctors with Miss Clark on May 28
at 7 p m. to discuss next year's theoretical problems.

Desert Science
For Park Study
There was no scientific research
at Saturday's Jordan Ramsdell
outing. Old and new members
drove to Scbago State Park for an
afternoon completely devoid ol
labs and calculus problems.
While a softfball game was
getting underway, a few hardy people had a swim at supersonic
speeds in the lake. They confirmed
the rumor that the ice had just
melted. The picnic supper was of
the traditional hot dog - ice cream soda variety. Afterwards, some of
the members gathered around the
lire and sang to Tom Gordon's accompaniment on the ukelele.
Mr. and Mr-. Muller served as
chapcrones for the affair. Tom
Gordon, Jordan Ramsdell's president, was giniral chairman, with
Richard Goldman arranging transportation, and Ruth Russell acting as food chairman.

•:::::::::::::::::::::::

- Corsages
for

Ivy Hop

"UR easy-going, big-billed friend has learned to say "No'

Agents:

to these hurry-up, one-puff, one-sniff cigarette tests! "Why", says he,

BOB LAPOINTE

"they don't even give you time to finish the cigarette before you're supposed

RON TIFFANY

to decide which is mildest!" Millions of smokers have come to the same conclusion

ROAK
the Florist

—there's just one real way to test the flavor and mildness of a cigarette!
IVs the sensible test ... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke-

Auburn Theatre Bldg.

1
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The '51 Mirror will be available
to students in rii ' ;!-■ men! of Roger
Williams Hall sometime before June
1. with notices as to time posted on
the llathorn Bulletin Board.
In keeping with the title, this year's
book will emphasize a mirror on its
cover and carry the them- throughout the sections. Informality is the
key note stressed this year, with the
aim set at a book of pictures, rattier
than write-ups. Faculty members'
pictures are scattered throughout the
book, while seniors will find theirs
arranged by majors ,in accordance
with a chapel vote, with a directory
in the advertising section to alleviate
the former search for friends,
Advertising sales have gone over
the top thi* year due, to a hard-working staff and rhe interest in the directory and informal pictures which
the section contains.
A Tour In Retrospect
A tour idea, written by Hetty Dagdigian, literary editor, lends interest
and highlights the buildings' section
of the book. It shows th- viewpoint
of a senior looking back on it; the
campus as we know it when we are
here.
This year's staff included Joel
Price editor-in-chief; Wilfred Barheau, business manager; Melissa
Meigs,
associate
editor:
Robert
Hayes, photography editor; and
Dorothy Webb, advertising manager.
'52 Plans Underway
Plans arc already being formulated
under the new staff for the '52 Mirror. Rough sketches have been set up
and a theme in way of a departure
fro mthc usual fixed organizations
setup is promised students for next
year by the '52 Mirror editor, Jean
MacKinnon.
Approximately
two
mimtlis' work is represented thus far,
and by June the editors plan to have
the -ketches or completed "dummy"
in the hands of the engraver for pricing. Beginning early next fall, seniors will be photographed by a local
studio for the senior section.
Most of tin staff for the '52 Mirror ha- been organized. Jean MacKinnon, editor-in-chief, has
announced that her staff will include
Nancy Larcom, business manager;
Elsa Buschner and Margery Schumacher, associate editors; Norman
BriggS, photography editor: Joanne
Kennedy, advertising manager; Peter
Knapp, sports editor, and Beverly
Eaton and Richard Trenholm, senior
portraits.

Senior Rehearsal
All seniors are reminded that
there will be marching^ rehearsals
for the last chapel program today
at 4 p.m., and on Monday at 8:35
a.m. It is important that all attend
these rehearsals, which will be
held in the chapel. Seniors will report in front of the chapel on
Tuesday morning at 8:15 a.m.
NOTICE
The next and final issue of this
year's STUDENT will appear in
the mail boxes June 4.

on a pack-after-pack, day-after-day basis. No snap judgments
needed! After you've enjoyed Camels—and only
Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone"
(T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why ...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

The

HUNT
ROOM
Elm Hotel
Auburn
DINE AND DANCE
EXCELLENT FOOD
THE BEST OF MUSIC
Meals 75c-95c Served Daily including Sunday

I
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Letters To The Editor

Editorials
Mayoralty

In Appreciation

Let's Think Before Wc Vote!
Student Council has published a list of regulations on mayoralty. They have stated what the mayoralty campaign is and the
criteria on which it should be judged. The list was comprised because events of past years necessitated reemphusizing that "mayoralty is not a popularity contest, not a give away contest, and not an
opportunity for an over-all spending spree".
And we add — it is not a serious election of an official who affects the policies of the school. It is not a class contest. Theoretically, it is not a contest at all, but a "chance for the release of tensions built up throughout the school year".
Mayoralty is a chance to show originality and ingenuity in producing top entertainment at a low cost. It's an opportunity to make
a lot of noise before finals. To many students mayoralty is the biggest thing of the year irrespective of who wins.
Voting Should Be Secondary
Let's continue theorizing. On the basis that the campaign is a
large-scale joke voting should be secondary. Then why do we vote
— because there is more satisfaction, than in .just knowing yourself
you've produced a bang-up campaign with a consistent theme, when
the majority of the campus agrees with you.
But what docs the vote mean. It's a compilation of individual
expressions from persons who've made the rounds objectively.
Theoretically then, it's not a premeditated vole before the campaign begins. The necessity for emphasis on this point was illustrated in a recent Den conversation:
"Ninety percent of the freshmen women voted for the frosh men
in mayoralty last year," an upperclassman commented. Assuming
her facts correct, we can't dispute the justice of the report. We, of
course, presume these women voted individually and objectively on
last year's campaign, but we can attack the reply:
"Don't be surprised If it happens again this year." By insinuating that she was already prepared to vote along class ties she was
defeating the whole purpose of the vote which is merely to give an
indication of which side did the best job.
Sympathy Votes Defeat Purpose
We believe voting should not be an expression of sympathy.
Two years ago this comment was heard in the heat of the WhitingAnderson campaign, "Gee their side got the breaks with the
weather; guess I'll help out the other side".
Voting is not an obligation to thank the side that buys the most
presents for you. More credit should go to the side that produces
the best entertainment at a low cost. A lavish display of money defeats the purpose of the campaign which is and we repeat "to release tensions built up throughout the school year and to produce
a better, livelier, all around college spirit".
The women have the responsibility of voting objectively if the
vote is going to be more than a popularity poll. When the men
voted in past elections numerous instances of boys voting for the
other side have occurred. It is psychologically harder for them to
be more objective than for the women so it is the feminine side of
campus that carries the biggest voting responsibility.
Criteria For Voting
To summarize we repeat the list of Student Council rules for
voting:
1. Originality. 2. Campaign theme and the spirit with which
it is carried out. 3. Entertainment in the form of skits, music, etc.
4 The attitude and spirit of the respective parties for their candidates.
Too much psychological campaigning to emotionally sway
votes had been done in the past. We emphasize that voting is
secondary to having the best time of the year. It should be a vote
of last minute decision. It should be done in the spirit of the voting
carried on in the International Debating contests. People attended
to see a good contest. Nobody cared whether Bates or Britain polled
the most votes. The decision was not going to shake the world. It
was a vote of who presented the best arguments, and as Mayoralty
Campaign should be, a vote on who presented the best all around
entertainment.

Letter To The Editor

To Rate Or To Be Read
To the Editor:
There seems to be a general concensus of opinion on the Bates
campus that the STUDENT is
making a 'big mistake in omitting
the gossip column. After all, is the
paper printed to suit the needs of
the students or to suit the requirements of the Associated Collegiate
Press? The gossip column reflects
student opinion. It is what the students want and read. It is one of
the main selling points of the paper. If the members of the STUDENT staff have ever looked in
the "Den" wastepaper baskets on
Wednesday afternoon since the
omission of the gossip column, they
will realize with what success their
journalistic attempts meet.
Column Of General Interest
The gossip column is a personal

column dealing with the lives of the
students and therefore is of more
interest to us. Much of the news
is already known. Much does not
pertain to us; therefore, we feel
that the gossip column with its
personal appeal is one of the main
drawing cards of the paper and
should not 'be eliminated merely to
achieve a superior rating by the
Associated Collegiate Press.
Mitchell House
Edit Note:—We beat you to the
punch! This week On Call appears as formerly, but we aren't
through yet. We agree that reader interest is of first importance
but will still attempt to reach a
compromise between what the
readers want and what journalistic standards demand.

To the Editor of the STUDENT:
Within the course of the next
week, the 1951 edition of the Bates
Mirror should put in an appearance
— at least it bettc
Autograph Tradition
My main purpose in writing this
letter is to attempt to reinstitute a
time-honored high school tradition
which has apparently been overlooked at Bates. This tradition, is
simply the autographing by students of each other's yearbooks.
Members on the campus with whom
1 have conversed have all unanimously expressed a desire to see
this high school tradition perpetuated at Bates. In the same vein,
they haven't considered it childish merely because you've matured
two, three. lour or more years as
the case may be.
From my own standpoint, in
browsing through the hook in the
years to come. I sincerely feel that
a few words here and there
scribbled off by my acquaintancewill add something to the book and
especially to my remembrances of
Bates. Thus I hope that when the
books are distributed, the yearbooks will pass freely among yout
friends for autographs. If not now.
I think its significance will he
greatly appreciated in the years to
come.
As for the yearbook itself. I personally am rather delighted with it,
though I realize the dangers inherent in being too close to a venture.
There are spots here and there that
undoubtedly could have been better,
but in yearbook work, there is no
substitute for experience and the
book in toto is merely the result of
our collective and I might add limited experience.
Mirror Of High Spots
A mirror theme has been employed as the theme of the book.
Each section is highlighted by a
mirror reflection meant to depict
the highspots of our year's activities. So if you notice unusual contrasts in some of the pictures,
please keep in mind the effect for
which we have striven.
A feature of the book is the initiation of short personality sketches
of each senior, a factor which I
think contributes greatly to the
informality of the book. The staff
has done an excellent job on these
writeups and I think you'll like
them. Activities of each senior have
been listed alphabetically in a register in the back of the book. I
could go on indefinitely describing
the makeup of the book, but perhaps it would be best if I stop here
and let you, the student body, be
the judge of the book.
Words Of Gratitude
As I now look back upon the labor involved in assembling the
book, I doubt that words can adequately express my gratitude for
the really untiring efforts of my
staff. Willie Barbeau, the Business
Manager, and his staff did a bangup job with advertising, headed by
Dotty Webb, and for the first time
in many years, the book will end up
on the plus side of the financial
ledger. Lissa Meigs and Betty Dagdigian have 'done a superb job with
the senior section and in the general coordination of the book. I
am especially delighted with the
photography in the book. The
book, in my estimation, is a good
example of the brilliant photographic talents of Bob Hayes who
handled all the photography for the
book virtually singlehandedly. To
these five in particular, mere thanks
(Continued on page five)

Inmate Enjoys "Stretch"
In Chapel Penitentiary
To the Editor of the STUDENT:
Better get out the hoses, the tear
gas, and see that the guard is
doubled, Warden Zerby, there's
trouble brewing in the cells. Inmate
R. P. No. 56432976 i- stirring up
unrest among the prisoners, and a
large-scale break may be in the
offing.
"Our Stone Prison"
[n a letter to the STUDENT
last week the writer expressed his
belief that something should be
done about "our stone prison".
This sort of as;itatk>n has grown
all out of proportion and it's high
time something were done to
answer it.
Prisoner No. 56432976. a threetime loser now out for good behavior, maintains that no "egotist"
will ever be alble to determine No,
56432976's own personal beliefs
for him: he will take care of them
himself, thank you. In three years
no one — no one at all — has been
able to give him any kind of insight as to how to realize any of
his beliefs to a greater degree. In
light of this fact, No. 56432976
staunchly maintains that he "cannot and will not" allow any one
even to attempt to influence or help
him in any way. Such strength of
character! Such resolution of pur
pose! Surely are we not to admire
this man — oops, this prisoner
(No. 56432976)?
Uncompromising Attitude
Now I have a few conclusions
which I would like to impart to my
fellow prisoners before I return to

my cell block. If there is one thing
that irritates me around this whole
prison yard it is the uncompromising attitude among the inmates that
"no one is going to make me belive nuthin' unless I thought of it
myself first". This contention is
to be found in every workshop in
the yard, regardless of who the
guards are — Berkehnan, Sawyer,
Wright, D'Alfonso, or any of the
others. But this lack of interest in
anything anybody has to say,
whether it be the guards, the warden, or the speakers from the outside who address us, seems to me
both foolish and pathetic.
Give Them A Chance
I can't help believing that if onlv
the inmates would be willing to give
these people a chance and then
would think about what was said
for a while — only five or ten minutes a day — they might be able
to evaluate it and perhaps — yes,
even you too, No. 56432976 —
would be able to get something out
of it. Granted, some of the speakers might not be very good, bui
the least we prisoners can do is
listen, pass judgment, and then reject or accept what we have heard.
But give them a chance, O you
convicts, or how else will you ever
manage to prepare yourselves to be
useful to society when you get to
the outside once your time is up?
In the meantime, let us take heart
in and rejoice over the distinction
of belonging to the only co-ed penitentiary in the country. No other
prison can make that statement.
Bob Kolovson
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Pericles Pappas Pledges
Progress Plus Pleasure
This has indeed been a great,
grand, and glorious year for Bates
College, its student body, its faculty, and par-tic-ularly for that
vivacious vision, that paragon of
pulchritude, that heavenly heifer,
that cuddlesome kitten, tha# luscious love-bunny, the Bates coed.
The stupendous regime of the magnificent maestro Diamond Jim has
drawn to a close. Now that rich,
fertile breeding ground of dashing,
handsome, intelligent college men
and far-seeing, learned, capable
mayors, the colossal combo of
John Bertram Hall, Parker Hall,
and Off Campus puts forth what is
probably the most fabulous, amazing, and awe-inspiring mayoralty
candidate of all time, that immortal
leader of men and champion of the
rights of the fairer sex, the one, the
only, the incomparable PERICLES
PAPPAS, You lead, O great one,
and we will follow! Bates is redeemed!
Founder Of Ancient Athens
As a leader, the great PERICLES
PAPPAS is unrivalled throughout
the annals of history. It was
PERfCLES PAPPAS who al-

Swim wear

Letter to Editor
(Continued from page four)

Good Will, Good Times,
Good Fortune!" - - Goldy

seems very inadequate. The othei
section editors, Jean MacKinnon,
Elsa Buschner, Margie SchumachBy Mr. O'MaUey
er, Ray Zelch and Gladys Bovino,
When Kevin Patrick Goldberg
were all true dependables and I lands his punt on the shores of the
think you'll appreciate the results Androscoggin tonight and makes
of their efforts.
his triumphant entry into Lewiston
And so like the member of the and the Bates College campus with
cast of a play on opening night in his large following of Irish colonNew York anxiously awaiting ap- ists, it will mark the beginning of
proval of the play from the drama the end of a long-cherished ambicritics, I too await what I hope will ton.
This morning Kevin's party was
be a favorable reception for the
spotted
not far from the mouth of
1951 Mirror.
the Androscoggin, fresh from a
Joel Price trans-Atlantic voyage in the small
open craft, and is now expected to
arrive at his destination precisely
11r>t was allowed to be free and
on schedule. When spotted this
govern himself and attain such
morning, Kevin was holding aloft
great heights of human dignity, inhis famous shilellagh stick. An atdividual worth, and free coeducatached shamrock banner was acttion. It was in ancient Athens that
ing as a sail to speed the punt towoman fust realized her important
ward Lewiston and the great crurole in the running of the world.
sade Goldy is about to undertake.
She was given a place in society
and was looked up to and respected A Mission Of Justice
Pericles Pappas
Kevin's hero has always been St.
by all. The golden era of
PERICLES PAPPAS laid the very Patrick, who drove the snakes out
most single-handedly beat down the cornerstone for Western civilization of Ireland. Brought up on the
forces of tyranny and oppression and culture as we know it today. laughter, gaity, and songs which
in the ancient Mediterranean world Indeed, PERICLES PAPPAS the every well-bred Irish youngster has
and established the glorious reign wonderful, PERICLES PAPPAS learned to appreciate above all else,
of one of history's most magnificent the magnificent. PERICLES PAP- he has made it his ambition to do
democracies, Athens. It was in an- PAS the colossal, has been the for other more benighted areas
cient
Athens, the
Athens of most outstanding figure in all his- what St. Pat did for Ierland. He
PERICLES PAPPAS, that man tory! He will never be forgotten! has picked the spot from which he
PERICLES PAPPAS is immor- will drive out the snakes and in-
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tal!
"Just Call Me P.P."
P. P., as he is known to his close
associates, agreed to come to Bates
only after incessant urgings by
Diamond Jim and the illustrious
political impresario, Tom Gordon,
made it undeniably clear to him that
a great leader, such as he, was needed so desperately at Bates.
PERICLES PAPPAS himself tola
reporters at his regular Monday
morning press conference on Mount
Olympus, shortly before he sailed
for America, that "the unbelievable
level of progress attained on the
Bates campus during the last year
under the brilliant leadership of a
J.B.-Parker-Off Campus candidate
plus the insidious, horror-provoking
consequences of a possible political
iefeat in the coming election has
convinced me that it is my godsgiven duty to accept the nomination of mayor of that fine New
England institution, where the
women are yet lovelier than Helen
of Troy."
Rise Up And Follow

Suit Sketched:
By Rose Marie Reid

12.95
Orchid
Royal Blue
White
Available in 2 pc. Style

12.95
Same Colors

t

The glory that once was Greece
will now be reborn on our own
Bates campus. The marvelous campaign of PERICLES PAPPAS
will be launched tonight, and all
the splendor and majesty, the
pageantry and brilliance of ancient
Athens will he unveiled for the
pleasure of the entire Bates family.
The magnificent festivals, limitless
revelry, enthralling tragedies, stirring poetry, rapturous music, and
ireath-taking athletic events of ancient Greece will all be recreated
luring his campaign, and will serve
as a sample for all that will follow
on our great campus, once PERICLES PAPPAS is elected mayor.

. Rise up, O yoo massive men, you
comely coeds, and you far-sighted
faculty! Rise up and lend your supOur Swimsuit Dept. is overflowing with Jantzens, Catahnas,
port to that campaion of all libRose Marie Reids and many other manufacturers . . . There's a erty-loving people, that friend of
the just and the needy, that enemy
of clock-watching house-mothers
suit for every figure ... to meet every budget.
and court-martialling dieticians and
all that is evel in the world!
Of course you may use your Bates charge account

Freedom is everybody's job.
Support PERICLES PAPPAS for
mayor!
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ON CALL
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Looks like there was a mass
exodus to Bowdoin last weekend
on the part of the girls! What's the
matter fellows? You're not going
to 'bow down in defeat to Bowdoin
boyths, are you?
Oh, and before I forget it, here's
hugs and kisses to Garice Grimes
and Jim Andrews in honor of their
engagement! Here's the best in the
world to you, kid.-.
Also hear that Cove Badey has
been pulling a little of that caveman stuff with Carol Greene. Poor
Carol fell from his shoulders and
at last report was sleeping on a
board at Ye Olde Infirmary! Might
also add that she fell on her head.
Mighty tickled to hear that that
charmer from our Carnival Court,
Norma Reese, will marry Austin
Jones this June in the Bates Chapel. Congratulations, honey!
By the way, what ever happened
to that proposed co-ed beer party
Parker was going to throw on Mt.
David? And here I was all set to
crash it!
Hey, how'd you like the play the
other night? First time I've ever
seen that faculty unbend! What
an eyebrow pencil won't do for you,
eh, Berky? Also, orchids to Miss
Schaeffer for the funniest production we've seen in years, and multicongrats.to Carleton Crook upon
winning the Bill Senseney award.
You're polluted Androscoggin.
What some people won't do to
save the price of a movie! Hear Ed
Thorcell has pin-ups papering the
interior of his car and it goes without saying it isn't MacArthur's
legs he peruses as he cruises along
the highway!
What's all this about fellows not
being allowed in the sun-bathing
areas? Is it because they're indecently exposed or is it because
they might distract the boys from
their studies? Well, nothing Uke
comparative anatomy, is there?
Well, best I get my toga and
shillelagh for the coming majoralty campaign. Ta, ta! And may the
best man win!
Venus O'Flaherty

Kevin Patrick Goldberg
troduce the carefree Irish way of
life _ none other than the Bates
campus. The snakes he will drive
out are the snakes of seriousness,
somberncss, and sobriety.
On With The Fenian Movement
The next few days will also see
a revival of the Fenian Movement
of the 1860's. At that time, you will
remember, the great Irish patriots
who inspired this crusade for freedom were thrwarted by overwhelming numbers of unimaginative and
(inspirited supporters of the Crown,
who took cowardly advantage of
the fact that they had the approval
of the administration. Perhaps the
Fenians will still be frowned upon,
but this time they are determined
to either accomplish their mission
or die in the attempt. "Another
martyr for old Ireland; another
murder for the Crown."
Kevin Patrick Goldberg will direct his activities from the Shamrock, recently converted from a
men's dormitory formerly known
as George Carrol Smith Hall. The
campus social center for the next
three days will be Kevin's Klub,
located in the rear of the dorm.
Paradise For Hedonism
With the aid of his well-known
campaign manager, Roderick O'Nicholson, and hundreds of determined, fun-loving men from the active environs of Smith Hall and
Sampsonville, Kevin is determined
to show the coeds of Bates that the
spirit of old Erin is what is needed
to inject the proper spark of life
into a college already deeply imbedded in classical lore and tradition. To put his point across, nothing will be spared to make the rest
of this week a veritable paradise
for the high-spirited young colleens who inhabit these usuallyrestricted halls of learning.
The Merry Mick himself was
not available for an interview at
press time, since his landing is not
scheduled until this evening, but
O'Nicholson, speaking in behalf of
Kevin's followers, made the following statement: "Sure, and it's the
truth that Kevin is goin' to take the
campus by storm. For the edification of everyone who turns out to
welcome him on his arrival, here's
the song we're all goin' to sing:
"Has anyone here seen Goldy?
G-O-L-D-Y
Has anyone here seen Goldy,
Goldy with the green necktie?
He just • left Dublin in the
grandest style,
He arrived at college from the
Emerald Isle.
Has anyone here seen Goldy,
Goldie with the green necktie?"
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Bobkitten Track
Team Tops E. L.
By Roger Schmutz
Led by clean sweeps in two events
and first and second places in two

Bergquist, Hamilton
Aid Weak Bobkittens

By George Whitbeck
left side occasionally resembled a
With only a single game remaining sieve, both Brymer and Schmanska
others,
the
freshman
track
team
deBeing fortunate enough to acquire tainly not going to complain about
on the schedule of the Bates fresh- could make themselves useful in fufeated Edward Little High last Mon- man baseball team (Portland Junior
transportation last Saturday, I jour- those.
ture varsity ball. Little can be said
day, 76 to 41. The visitors, newly College at Portland on Saturday), it for the outfield. Except for an ocneyed down to Brunswick to witThe two games coming up with
ness the Bobcats move into first Maine will undoubtedly tell the crowned Andy Valley League champs, might be well to look back over the casional hit by Gerry Tompkins, they
season and try to sum up the play failerTto supply the needed punch at
place in the State Series by virtue story as to the State Series victor. were completely outclassed in the
of the team and what effect the club the plate.
The
Black
Bears
from
Orono
have
running
events
and
only
unusual
of an exciting 4-2 triumph over
As in basketball, the only college
been having a fairly successful sea- strength in the field events kept the will have on Bates varsity fortunes
Bowdoin. The tilt was one of the
the next couple of years.
freshman team to meet the Bobkitson, and Saturday turned back
Season Poor To Date
best played ball games of the cur- Northeastern 14-4; the same club, meet from being a complete rout.
tens was Colby In the first game,
Although the result of the second Bates fans could get a preview of
rent season with a minimum of who the day before, had defeated
The two heaviest contributors to
encounter with Colby is unavailable, future Bates-Colby baseball relamiscues and both teams displaying the locals who apparently took the
the frosh's victory, their fourth in
the season as a whole, must be reck- tions. Here again, Bergquist pitchsome good heads-up basebalL Bow opportunity to get some bad basedoin's Jim Hebert and Andy Mc- ball out of their system. And it ap- five meets, were Johnny Dalco and oned as unsuccessful. The record, up ed a good game, but his teammates
Auliffe hooked up in a tight pitch- pears that it's just as well that this Dick Brenton, each with sixteen until yesterday's game at Waterville, came up with only one hit and were
ing duel, and the latter emerged occurred, because Bates didn't dis- points, Dalco scored his points in stood at four wins and two losses. .shut out. Unless several good hitthe ultimate victor, giving up only play any great amount of poor ball the high and low hurdles and the However, the wins were unimpres- ters arc produced in the class of
broad jump and a third in the hun- sive and were gained over weak clubs, '55, Bates baseball fortunes are due
four singles, two of them of the in Saturday's duel.
dred. Brenton accounted for firsts in or, as in the case of the Higgins game, ,for a drop after most of the pres•cratch variety.
It was really a fitting gesture on rhe 100 and 220 and seconds in the the wins were due to Dick Berg- ent nine graduate.
"Drew" turned in a nifty perform- the part of the Athletic Department javelin and broad jump.
quist's pitching.
ance. His control was a little erratic to recognize the efforts being perLooking over the squad, it is quite
as he yielded eight walks, hut with formed by "Chick" Leahey. Last week Score In Running Events
evident that Bergquist was the outmen on base the crafty hurler dug at the annual Award Banquet, Leahey
Tom Halliday, Win Rice, and Rog- standing member of the team. The
in and shut the door in Bowdoin's was awarded his varsity "B" by Ather Schmutz each added eight points; right-hander has hurled the freshmen
face. His blazing drop was the best letic Director Lloyd Lux for his deto the Bobkittens' total. Halliday's to three out of their four wins, and
we've seen it all season, and more voted service to the school. "Chick" points came from a first in the mile lost two other games only because of
By Pete Knapp
than once, he fooled the Polar Bears is ineligible to participate in varsity
The Bates golf team ran into stiff
and a second in the half, Rice's from poor support, both in the field and
with this pitch and his sharp breaking sports due to two seasons of profesa win in the 440 and the runner-up at the plate. The varsity mound staff competition last Saturday at Orono
curve. All told, he whiffed 10 would- sional baseball, but nevertheless, has
position in the 100 and Schmutz's will be strengthened a great deal by and were clubbed 9-0 by a good Unibe hitters, and most of them occurred pitched right in and has been a most from copping the half and following the addition of Bergquist.
versity of Maine outfit. Earlier in
on swinging third strikes. After the valuable asset to the coaching staff. Rice in the 440.
Catching is another department in the week on May 14, Colby whacked
first four innings in which the Bears He is one of the most polished athwhich the varsity stands to gain pow- the. Garnets 8-1 on the Waterville
picked up their two runs, Andy was letes ever (o graduate from LewisThe other frosh first came in the er from the freshman team, Don course.
practically invincible and appeared to ton High School, and were he able pole vault with Johnny Lind out- Hamilton has impressed all with his
At Orono last Saturday, the Unibe getting stronger as the game pro- to play tor Bates, would 'be a most vaulting two of the Eddies. Lind also more than adequate backstopping, versity of Maine swept all the points,
tied for second in the high jump with and should have little trouble taking to blank the hapless Batesmen 9-0.
gressed. In the final five frames, he desirable addition.
allowed two more singles, walked
Harry Meline to further increase the over a sizeable share of the varsity Brown of Maine was medalist for the
For the past two summers,
home team's score. Seconds by Ken catching duties.
four men, and struck out six, three
day, carding a low of 78. Hewinsi
"Chick" has been the stellar secSargent in the discus and by Clyde
of them in the final inning when the
"Moe" Moriarty was perhaps the and Bosworth each shot 79's for the
ond baseman of the Auburn Asas,
Eastman in the mile along with thirds best of a so-so infield. Although the
side was retired via this route.
(Continued on page seven)
and very shortly will be taking over
by Eastman in the half and shot, by
Hebert himself didn't pitch too in a new capacity. He has been Don Wcatherbee in the low hurdles
bad a ball game, but it was those named as the playing-manager of and 220. and by Herb Johnson in the
booming extra base hits that led to the club, so now his duties will be high hurdles, concluded the winners'
his downfall. Coach Bobby Hatch two-fold. But with his knowledge of score.
made a slight switch in his batting baseball plus his all-around ability
order as he moved Norm Hammer and experience, we can't see how he Meet U.NH. Today
to the number two slot, and drop- will be anything but a huge success
Today, the Bobkittens are at home
ped Dave Purdy down to fifth. And in this new venture.
to the strong University of New
apparently this offensive maneuver
The banquet itself on Wednesday Hampshire freshmen. If they arc
paid oft. It was Hammer's long
night proved to be a most successful able to muster enough strength in
triple in the sixth as lead-off man
affair. Frank Morey Coffin was a the weight events, the frosh will give
that set up the first Garnet tally.
very adept toastmaster, keeping his the visitors quite a battle, for even
Then in the same stanza, following
audience in good humor throughout in the meets they have lost the Kitthe first of Fred Douglas' two
the evening. I guess the steak dinner tens have won the running event
triples, Purdy drove him across the
didn't hurt the dispositions of any of section of the program.
plate with a ground ball. In the
those present either.
Skowhegan, Gould Win Relays
eighth, Johnny Wetlauffer connectBut the highlights of the evening,
ed for his only hit of the afterLast Saturday Bates played host to
noon, a hard smash through the outside of the speeches by coaches,
the seventh annual Bates High School
were
the
musical
renditions
offered
center of the diamond, and he
Relay Meet. A strong Skowhegan
scored on Douglas' second three by several of our better athletes
squad walked off with first place in
and
by
one
member
of
the
coaching
base blow. Fred became the fourth
both the Class L and Class J secrunner to cross the plate for Bates staff. The Dick Berry trio, Charlie
tions. Building up a slight lead in the
Pappas,
Chris
Nast
and
Jim
Moody
when Bishop dropped Purdy's fly
was the best we've heard since morning field events and increasing
ball in right field.
Vaughan Monroe and his Moon- it during the afternoon's relays, the
It was certainly a long-awaited maids, and their song, "It's Batesy", winners were far and away the class
pleasure to watch Douglas come sung to the tune of "It's Magic" of their division.
through with his two long clouts. was little short of hilarious.
Gould Academy outdistanced their
The slugging first sackcr had long
rivals to take Class M honors. Only
Irish
Have
Harkins
was
a
surprise
been overdue, but he really strutted
two new records were set. both in the
his stuff Saturday. The short right to none with his melodious voice,
field events, dspite the perfect condibut
he
was
outshone
by
his
piano
acfield fence near the foul line was
tion of rhe track.
made to order for Fred, and if he companiment. Yes, the maestro of
the
evening
was
none
other
than
had been able to pull his firs! blow a
In Salt Lake City, Utah, there is
little more toward this area, it would "Ducky" Pond, and by virtue of his
always a friendly gathering of
have definitely cleared the barrier. As line work on the keyboard, he now
it was, the partisan Bates fans on has a future profession waiting for
University of Utah students in the
hand for the contest had to be con- him whenever he decides tn leave the
Annex Cafeteria. And, as in univertent with two triples, and we're cer- Coaching profession.

Golfers Lose To
U Of M, Colby

ANN'S FLORIST
Flowers for

DRY CLEANSING

Drop Into

SERVICE

SHERATON'S
RESTAURANT

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS

Ivy Hop

from the study grind, or on a Sat-

Agents:
BOB LAPOINTE

FOR THE BEST

RON TIFFANY

Coll & Del.

IN FOODS

TeL

Rand Hall

4-7J26

RIGHT ON
DOWNTOWN MAIN ST.

helps make these get-togethers
something to remember. As a pause

Anytime

Agent
Dorothy Fryer

sities everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola

197 Seventh St.
Tel. 2-3457

Auburn

urday night date—Coke belongs.
Ask for it either way .. . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IV

COCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Irux, Lewistoa
O "SI. Tho Coco-Colo Compony
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Bardwell Leads Softball
Loop, Playoffs Scheduled
By Gordon Hall
With three nights to go in intramural softhall activity, Bardwell has
all hut clinched the pennant, Bardwell vs. Off-Campus being the deciding game. With a break from the
weatherman, an unofficial two-game
play-off will probably take place.
This would involve the first team
playing the third, and the second and
fourth place clubs meeting. A tentative date for this would be Tuesday.
May 29, the last day of classes. On
the following afternoon. Memorial
Day, the winners in the previoui
day's activities would meet for the
play-off game.
Play-offs Won't Count
Mo matt-r who won these games,
the winner of the league would still
be acclaimed champion. If this plan
worked well and enough interest was
shown it might be included as a
part of the regular plan [or years to
come.
Las) week Parker remained unvictorious as North won it- first victor)
by a 6-3 score. North scored all its
runs in the second, third ami fourth
innings and built up a 5-1 lead which
it held against late I'arker rallies.
Against Bardwell Xortb ended up
on the wrong side of a 16-12 s'.ugfest.
Professor Freedman bested Willie
Eveleth on the mound.
Middle Wins Squeaker
South took an 8-1 lead over OffCampus and gave up only one more
run as they went on to an $-2 triumph. Middle eked 0UJ an 8-7 win
over the married men in one of the
league's closest games. Sampsonville
slowly built up a 7-3 lead g. dug into
the last of the sixth when Middle
tied it up. No score in the seventh
sent the game into extra innings.
The game was halted briefly while
the lights were turned on, and then

played through a scoreless eighth. In
the last of the ninth Middle pushed
the winning run across for the victory.
The pennant was at stake as Bardwell clashed with J.B. on Friday.
Bardwell didn't exert themselves too
much after getting off to an 11-0
start. J.B. fought back vainly, pushing across six runs in the fifth, but
Bardwell went on to a 12-0 win.
Operations will be suspended during the Mayoralty Campaign and the
final game of the regular season will
b.- played on Monday the 28th, Then
will come the play-offs provided we
have little or no rain.

Golf
(Continued from page six)
Black Hears to further the carnage.
In the Colby match, Herb Bergdahj
salvaged the only Bates point a- the
Bobcats narrowly evaded another
shutout, 8-1.
State Matches Played Monday
Last Monday, Coach Jim Miller's
turftsters concluded the season as
they traveled to Augusta for the
Stale Matches. Up to the final
State Matches, the Bobcats have had
a dismal season, losing to Colby
twice. Rhode Maud State, Tufts, and
Maine. The Bale-men split even at
4'/j apiece with Suffolk University
and then shaded the Polar Bears for
their only win to date.
As to next year's hopes, the team
will lose seniors Herb • Bcrgdahl,
Jack Greim, Bob Carpenter, Dick
Westphal, and Dana Jones from this
year's squad. Stan Laddy Bob Putnam, and I'ave Harbison will remain
to form the nucleus of next year's
squad along with whatever talent
may he found among this year's
freshman golfers.

Bates Tops Bowdoin
To Lead State Race
Netmen Fall To
Strong U Of M
By Bob Kolovson
The tennis team was unsuccessful
in its latest outing, going down to
a strong University of Maine squad
8-1 in Orono on Saturday. It was
the fifth straight loss for the Buschmenn.
Although final results were not
close they are .nevertheless deceiving. Mo-; oi the games were deuced
repeatedly, but the Bates netmen
never seemed able to come through
in the clutch. Coach Buschmann
was -iill quite pleased with the performance- of several of his player.-,
notably Mike Stephanian, George
lory, and Al Goddard. It was the
team's best -bowing of the year and
against an outfit that i- undefeated
in Ni'.\ England competition,

Jim Thompson came from behind
to register the only Bates triumph
of the afternoon by winning his
singles match 5-7, 6-4, 6-2. Al Goddard put up a still fight in his single- match before going down to
defeat 5-7, 2-6. George Cory was
defeated in the best match of the
day 3-6. 6-8.
Bob Rubinstein and Frank Stred
both lost by identical scores of 2-6.
0-6. Mike Stephanian turned in a
creditable performance although the
1-6, 0-6 scores don't seem to indicate it.

Will Finish Colby Match
Next Tuesday afternoon the unfinished Colby match will be completed in Wateryille. At the time
rain forced proceedings to a half on
May 11 the score was deadlocked
at 4-4. Thomson and Sired had
won their rim set 6-1 and were tied
2-2 in the second. If Jim and Frsnk
win one ol their last two sets, the
netsmen will have chalked up their
first win of the campaign.

,^^

A tennis ball has been timed
at 100 M.P.H
a thrown
base ball at 98.6 M.P.H. and
the initial velocity of a drive
in golf at 170 M.P.H.*

y^FLOWERS
By Wire

DUBES
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St
SMLDfNG
KRO-BAT5 AfiE
"W-WTVEBCO/

SPALDIN6&
"TORTURE TESTS*
.„ ,_ Q'VX THESE TENNIS
«.■; CHAMPIONSHI" "i BALLS 3600 WALLOPS
...... _
f ATrOOMlLESPERHOUR,
BUT THEY STILL CONFORM
T^n
""'-TO US-L.TA. SPECIFICATIONS/

IM*-*

SPALQMG

BOBCAT PITCHING STAFF: Left to right: Buzz Harris, Andy
McAuliffe, Ted Coshnear; absent from picture: Larry Quimby.
bert for six solid bits,
them for extra bases.

three

of to an 11-6 win.

Ted Coshnear started on the hill
for the Bobcats and lasted only two
and two-thirds innings, giving up
Bowdoin opened the scoring in
three hits and five runs with the
the second inning when Art Bishop
aid of two errors and a pair of free
reached on an error and came
passes.
around on two successive singles.
With two on and no outs, the next
Buzz Harris was the next vicbatter limited into a force play. Mc- tim. He also had trouble with his
Auliffe got Wolfe on a swinging support, giving up five more runs
third strike, and then, after a suc- on as many hits. Larry Quimby
cessful double steal, caught the came on in the sixth, and set Northleading runner trying to steal home. eastern down without a run for the
Bowdoin lengthened its lead to first time. He got the side out in
order in the seventh, and gave up
2-0 in the fourth without benefit of
a hit, as two walks were followed just one run in the eighth on a
by a scarifice and a long fly. Again single, a walk, a stolen base and
the last Bates error. Andy McMcAuliffe got out of the inning
without further scoring, and from Auliffe came on to finish up in the
ninth and got through without furthen on he shut the door on the
ther damage.
Polar Bears.
Bowdoin Scores First

Bates was also scoring fairly
well, but it was all too little and
too late. Most of the runs were on
walks off a series of Northeastern
pitchers, "Gus" Vacarro, "Oswald" Walker, "Hector" Costello
and "Ulysses" Connelly.

Triples Tie Score

•Golf balli art mathin. i«ii«d net to
.«c.«d JS0 ft. p., »<end (U.S.O.A.
Rul.).

sers

TfSEE-WELDING
aWCCTTHETHEtW
RAWHIDE
REIMFORCES
THK'SHOULDERS NEWSUPERSWO*3 ADHESIVE
.SIMPS THE
LAMIUATIOMS
IMTME'BOrV-

r*g PACE
SPORTS

with a single and proceeded to
score what proved to be the winning
run
when
Douglas again
tripled to right. Fred came in with
an . insurance run when Bishop
dropped Purdy's fly ball.
McAuliffe was a trifle wild, as
he walked eight of the Polar Bears,
but he countered with ten strikeouts, and left ten Bowdoin men
stranded as he chalked up the win.
Northeastern In Rout
Earlier in the week, Bates had
fallen before Northeastern in a nonseries game. Everything seemed to
go wrong as the Bobcats committed
six errors in helping the Huskies

Thompson Gets Only Point

In the doubles, Stephanian and
Cory were defeated 5-7. 2-6, Stred
and Thomson went down 1-6, 1-6,
while Goddard and Rubin were
whitewashed 0-6. 0-6.

*-£•••

By Al Hakes
Bates moved into first place in
the annual State Scries this week
on the strength of last Saturday's
4-2
victory
over
Bowdoin
al
Brunswick.
The
Bobcats were
forced again to come from 'behind,
but they did it with two runs in
the sixth and two in the eighth to
give them a half-game lead over
Maine and Bowdoin and a full
game over the Colby Mules.
It was Andy McAuliffc on the
hill for Bates, and the left-hander
set the Polar Bears down with
four hits in racking up the win.
Bates found Bowdoin ace Jim He-

BOSTON
TEA STORE
for
something special
in foods

Bates came back to tie the score
in the sixth, as Norm Hammer,
batting second in Bob Hatch's reshuffled batting order, led off with
a triple. Hammer scored on Wettlaufer's long fly. A moment later
The scores:
Fred Douglas came through with
Bates
the first of two triples, and scored
on an infield out to knot the count Bowdoin
at 2-2.
Wettlaufer

opened . the

eigthth

Bates
N.U.

000-002-020 4-6-2
011-100-000 2-4-1
010-300-200 6-5-6
113-320-010 11-9-2

Telephone 4-5241

^Barnstone-Osgood Qo.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
WATCH REPAIRING

249 Main Street
LEWISTON

50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

w
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Barristers

Mayoralty Campaign

(Continued from page two)
bar in thai fame year.
Defines Law
"Law may be defined,'' said Att.
Bcniian, "as a system of rules dealing with the governing of human
conduct. Our own American laws
are part of a great fabric which is
based upon English common law
modified by and interwoven with
such measures as state and federal
statures."
"There are," continued Mr. Berman. "three major subdivisions of
law: civil, criminal and equitable.
Criminal law deals with controversies between society and individuals."

(Continued from page one)
turn" of Pericle*. The Greek entertainment will also include an
open air night club in the rear oi
Parkier on Thursday evening, and
the Feast of Dionysious in Chase
Hall on Friday.
The Irish will hold their night
club in Chase Hall Thursday evening, and in back of Smith Hall on
Friday night. The Women's Locker Building will be used by both
sides in case of rain on the night
their outside night club is scheduled. •
Voting will continue in the lobby
of the Gym from 8:30 a.m. until 2
p.m. on Saturday.

Kefauver Revealing
Attorney Berman feels that the
findings of the Kefauver committee
represent a terrible indictment of
our present society which seems to
emphasize attainment, regardless of
the means used, and not merit.
Always Something New
After all these years of practice.
Attorney Berman has not become
bored with his profession, because
he feels that something new and
intriguing is always coming up.

Senseney Award
(Continued from page one)
Robinson Players award for
all around participation in major
productions and club activities will
be made at commencement time.
Tickets for the commencement
production of '"Fashion'1 may be
purchased by the women at Rand
and by the men at the Little Theater.
A

THOTOS TAKEN ON CAMPUS
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17 Attend BOC
Three-Day Trip
Seventeen Outing Club members
took to the mountain Saturday
morning on a three day clearing expedition on two sections of Bates'
41-mile stretch of Appalachian
Trail.
The co-ed group was led by Mr.
Fairfield and Miss Chesboro. The
students were James Welsh and
Doris Hardy, who are in charge of
cabins and trails for the BOC, Nancy Braverman, Mary Ann Brynnen,
Polly Black, and Joan Seear.
Others attending the trip were
Covert Bailey, Richard Brenton,
George
Bateman,
Frank
Hine,
Richard Hall, Arthur LeBlanc.
Richard West, Kenneth Kaplan,
and John Rippey.
The sections of trail newly cut
out, as well as cleaned, arc located
about seventy-five miles northwest
of Lcwiston. near Andover.
The party split into two groups
which worked on adjoining sections
of the trail until Sunday night,
when they joined forces to cut a
new trail through a more easily
maintained spruce woods.

Honors Day
(Continued from page one)
Miss Mabel Baton, president of
the Bates Key, announced that
Gladys Bovino. Elisabeth Dagdigian.
Ruth
Fehlau,
Elizabeth
Thomcs Hobbs, Jane Kendall, Virginia McKeen, Margrett Mocilton,
Martha Raydcr, and Rac Stilhnan
have been elected to this organization for outstanding women alumni.
College Club members, chosen as
outstanding Bates men in the class
of '51, announced by Prof. Raymond Kendall, member of the College Club Committee, include Max
Bell, Glendon Collins, William Dill,
Dana Jones, Karl Koss, Merrill
Nearis, William Norris, Ralph Perry, and Michael Stephanian.

Road Dance
For June 2

The Farmers' Formal, the final
dance of the school year, will be
presented by the Chase Hall Committee, June 1. Square dancing and
"straight" dancing is the program
planned, with Dick Packard calling
the squares.
If the weather permits and if
blue slips plans arc accepted, the
event will be held on the road beside Roger Bill and in front of the
Alumni Gym. Colored lights will
add to the festivities of the occasion.
Pete Whitaker, the newly-elected
chairman of the committee, has is'51 Phi Betes Total 14
sued a special invitation to all facNew members of Phi Beta Kap- ulty members, as well as veterans
pa, announced by Dr. Woodcock, and their wives and Bates stupresident of the Gamma Chapter dents.
arc Max Bell, Arthur Darken, Asa
Green. Lois Spofford Griffiths, Eliz- Jane Kendall were elected to Phi
abeth Thomes Hobbs, Virginia Mc- Beta Kappa last year.
Prizes and awards to underclassKeen. William Norris, Robert Patterson. Barbara Scbenck. Jane Os- men were read by Dean Rowe who
Honors Day
orne Thurber, Dorothy Webb, and presided at this
Carolyn Wells. William Dill and Chapel.

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA'S STUDENTSMAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS

k r-:,*~
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f/tjS^ NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

i

OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS
SAY: "When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers'
Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that
smells Milder and smokes Milder."
A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION REPORTS: "Of all brands tested.
Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found no unpleasant after-taste.

ALWAYS BUY

\

LEADING SELLER
IN AMERICAS
COLLEGES
'

